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Show Up!
All churches include imperfect people. Everyone knows that, right? Yes, but not all
of us feel the same way about it. Some see flaws in church-goers and go out of
their way to express shock and disappointment! They use social media to make
their outrage public. Others see the same flaws and open their arms and hearts to
imperfect church-goers.
Those who are outraged claim good reasons for it. It upsets them that some
people go to church without “being” the church. They sing at church but cuss at
work. Some church-goers pay little attention to the lyrics. Some parents don’t
handling their kids correctly. Some fought in the car on the way to church and then
dare to smile when they arrive. Some are texting during the sermon. Too many are
insufficiently focused on God when prayers are said. Some are hypocrites putting
on a religious show. Some are just play church on Sunday and forget to be the
church the rest of the week.
I make no excuses for such behavior, but I’m not shocked or outraged. I want to
help people overcome these flaws. I am glad when imperfect people show up at
church. Showing up is far healthier for flawed people than staying away.
All of us need to make changes for the better. Instead of critiquing the reasons
people come to church or judging their maturity, my focus is to make sure they
hear the truth and see a Christ-like spirit when they get here. If they don't go to
church, that makes them all the harder to reach.
To imperfect and inconsistent church-goers, I say--keep coming! We can better get
to know each other and give the gospel truth a better chance to get through—even
if it hurts. When flawed people show up (members included), they should expect to
be loved and challenged. Keeping flawed people flawed is not our mission. And it
is not our excuses that make us a church; it’s our repentance and obedience, his
forgiveness and redemption, and the living power of God’s Holy Spirit that does
that.
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